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KASKAD® RUN 
Planters         

 
 
 
Product Description 
KASKAD® RUN planters are ideal for dividing interior spaces, utilizing “end” and “middle” units to achieve a clean and 
finished look, while bringing nature indoors. Adjacent units are ganged together for stability. Designed by QDesign. Made 
in the USA. 

 
 

 

Specifications & Finishes 
 

 
Model 

 
H x W x D 

Shipping 
Weight 

 
Product Description 

 
Color / Finishes 

KAS-R-0936H-END 36” x 36” x 9” 59 lbs. Indoor painted steel rectangular planter with one connecting 
side (to connect to other KASKAD Run END or MID units with 
hardware) and one side with radiused corners for use at the 
end of a configuration. Includes two liners, adjustable glides 
and two stabilizer bases that can be used for additional 
stability. 

Textured White 
Ral 9010, 
Textured Silver, 
Textured Bronze 
or Textured Black 

KAS-R-0936H-MID 36” x 36” x 9” 59 lbs. Indoor painted steel rectangular planter with two connecting 
sides (to connect to other KASKAD Run END or MID units with 
hardware) for use in the middle of a configuration. Includes 
two liners, adjustable glides and two stabilizer bases that can 
be used for additional stability. 

Textured White 
Ral 9010, 
Textured Silver, 
Textured Bronze 
or Textured Black 
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Specifications & Finishes 
                                  
KAS-R-0936H-END has one connecting side (right side in the image below, to connect to other KASKAD Run END or 
MID units with hardware) and one side with radiused corners (left side in the image below) for use at the end of a 
configuration. 
 

 
 
 
KAS-R-0936H-MID has two connecting sides (to connect to other KASKAD Run END or MID units with hardware) for 
use in the middle of a configuration. 
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Hardware is included to secure adjacent units together, all holes for securing adjacent units are pre-drilled. 
 

 
 
 
See KASKAD planter family for additional models, footprints and sizes of non-ganging, freestanding indoor modular 
planters.  
 

  
 
 


